Safe and efficient heavy duty accessory to hold wheels removed while servicing vehicles on hoists.

**WHEEL HOLDER**

**SAVES TIME**
- Easy to install
- Holds the wheel right where you are working
- No need to lift or lower heavy wheels
- An essential accessory for today’s professional workshop

**FEATURES**
- Built specifically to suit Molnar Two Post Hoists
- Capacity of 45kg
- Pivots in all directions to protect wheels and operators
- Four Wheel Holders per set

**SECURi-T™**
- Prevents wheels from dislodging even when vehicle is lowered to ground level
- 100% confidence in retaining wheels removed during servicing
- Designed & developed with professional mechanics

---

**HOIST** | **PART NUMBER**
--- | ---
ALL ROUNDER & BASE | 5001005
FOUR TONNE | 5001006
ASYMMETRIC | 5001007

For Wheel Holder sets to suit other types of hoists, please contact Molnar Hoists

---

As the policy of Molnar Hoists is one of continuous improvement, the manufacturer reserves the right to change specifications without notice.

---

For more information, please contact us or your local Molnar Representative

T 08 7120 8700  F 08 8346 0097
E sales@molnarhoists.com.au
www.molnarhoists.com.au

onwards & upwards